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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

PRODUCT DETAILS:

FPS68 DEPLOYER® XP LOADOUT BAG

An identical but cost-effective version of the FOR68 available in red, black or yellow only.  Our flagship bag for moving large loads, the Deployer® XP 's 
trapezoid shaped base is a stable platform when rolling over rough surfaces or curbs.  Popular with the military for its ability to fasten an FOR76 on top 
making an "Ultimate Loadout System", that will carry a Soldier's "A, B, and C" loadouts (mandatory gear) this bag will also serve well on expeditions or 
family adventures for years to come. 

Dimensions:   31” L x 16” W x 16” D, (79cm L x 41cm W x 41cm D)
Capacity:  Over 8,500 Cubic Inches, (143) liters
Weight:  14 lbs., (5.8kg) empty
Colors available:  Black, Red, Yellow
Product video:

https://youtu.be/Dlewx1dDaeI


PRODUCT FEATURES:

PRODUCT SPECS:

For more information on this product visit: 

Contact Frank Arellanes for group purchasing information at: frank@forceprotector.com (c) 818-403-9464

 1000D Cordura
 400D Cordura
 Hypalon
 Ballistic Nylon
 360° FPG FOAMTECH Padding System
 Polyester Mesh
 High density Polymer
 YKK Zippers
 Military grade: Hardware, Binding Tapes, Hook and 

Loop, and Thread.

http://bit.ly/360F0k3

 Patented 360° FPG FOAMTECH® Padding System
 Stainless Steel Wheel Housings with replaceable ball bearing wheels
 Wheel Housings and Extruded Rubber Runners are replaceable in the field with a Phillips 

Screwdriver and 3/8" wrench
 Ballistic Nylon bottom
 Hypalon wear patches on all corners and high wear areas
 Generous side pocket adds quick access to items and has dedicated cinch straps to keep 

the load tight
 Re-enforced heavy duty handles on all sides
 Mesh pockets in the lid
 General pouch in main compartment
 Integrated and removable backpack straps
 All zippers have 550 Para Cord pulls
 Two rows of webbing anchors for attaching items to bag or lashing things down 
 TAA Compliant
 Lifetime Manufacturer's Warranty
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